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Abstract. We have found that the nearest neighbor (NN) test is an insuﬃcient measure of the cluster hypothesis. The NN test is a local measure of the cluster hypothesis. Designers of new document-to-document
similarity measures may incorrectly report eﬀective clustering of relevant
documents if they use the NN test alone. Utilizing a measure from network analysis, we present a new, global measure of the cluster hypothesis:
normalized mean reciprocal distance. When used together with a local
measure, such as the NN test, this new global measure allows researchers
to better measure the cluster hypothesis.
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1

Introduction

Central to much of information retrieval (IR) is van Rijsbergen’s cluster hypothesis: “closely associated documents tend to be relevant to the same requests” [1].
Early measurements of the cluster hypothesis pointed to the potential utility of
cluster retrieval [2] and provided explanations of diﬀering IR performance on
diﬀerent document collections [3].
Tombros and van Rijsbergen [4] recast the cluster hypothesis as not solely a
property of a document collection but as a concern of a document-to-document
similarity measure as applied to a document collection. With this view, we as
designers of document-to-document similarity measures want to create similarity
measures that make the cluster hypothesis true given a document collection and
set of search topics.
In Tombros and van Rijsbergen’s work, they created query-sensitive similarity
measures (QSSMs). These similarity measures aim to focus similarity on the
search user’s topic. As such, what is considered similar to a given document
changes for each search topic. Tombros and van Rijsbergen found that a QSSM
has the ability to make the cluster hypothesis more true compared to similarity
measures that ignore the user’s query.
The current standard for measuring the ability of a similarity measure to make
the cluster hypothesis true is Voorhees’ nearest neighbor (NN) test [5]. The NN
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test measures the number of relevant documents found within rank 5 when a
similarity measure ranks documents similar to a relevant document, which is
eﬀectively the same as measuring the precision at rank 5 (P5, the number of
relevant documents found within rank 5 divided by 5).
Voorhees’ NN test is notable for several reasons. The NN test says that what
matters is whether or not non-relevant documents are ranked before relevant
documents when documents are ranked for similarity to a given relevant document. Just because two relevant documents are very similar given a similarity
measure does not preclude many non-relevant documents being more similar to
the document. Perhaps most important though is that the NN test is comparable
across diﬀerent similarity measures, search topics, and document collections.
The NN test only requires relevant documents to locally cluster and cannot
distinguish between a set of relevant documents that only locally cluster and
a set of relevant documents that are also globally clustered. As such, the NN
test may falsely report good clustering performance for query-biased1 similarity
measures. To see how this mistake is possible, assume we have a query that has
many ( 5) relevant documents and a P5 of 1. If we query-bias the similarity
until the query dominates over the given relevant document, then the rankings
for every relevant document will be nearly identical and also have a P5 of 1.
Using the NN test, we would declare the clustering performance to be excellent
when in fact it could be very poor. The query may be high in precision but
low in recall. Thus, all the relevant documents will be close to a few relevant
documents but far away from the majority of relevant documents.
For some similarity measures and document collections, the NN test may fail
to detect when relevant documents do cluster well. Wilbur and Coﬀee [6] found
that the cluster hypothesis holds for the CISI collection in contrast to the NN
test’s negative conclusion [5]. Similar to Wilbur and Coﬀee’s work, we utilized an
earlier version of our methodology to measure the navigability of the ﬁnd-similar
interaction mechanism [7].
In this paper, we show that the NN test is an insuﬃcient measure of the cluster
hypothesis for a set of query-biased similarity measures. While the NN test works
well as a measure of local clustering, it fails as a measure of global clustering. We
present a new, global measure of the cluster hypothesis. We recommend that the
use of the NN test be complemented with our test — each test tells us something
diﬀerent about how well relevant documents cluster.

2

A Global Measure of the Cluster Hypothesis

Our new measure of the cluster hypothesis is based on the shortest paths between
relevant documents on a directed graph that we construct and call a relevant
document network. We ﬁrst describe the construction of the relevant document
network and then we present our measure.
1

We generically refer to similarity measures that bias similarity given the user’s query
as query-biased. QSSMs are one way to create query-biased similarity measures.
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Relevant Document Networks. A document network is a graph where the
nodes are documents and the edges of the graph represent some relationship
between documents. For our purposes, we construct document networks as fully
connected, weighted, directed graphs. An edge from a source document to a
target document represents the similarity of the target document to the source
when the source is used as a query. Documents and their similarities to each other
have long been represented and manipulated in a graph theoretic fashion [1].
Rather than use the similarity measure directly as the edge weight, we set an
edge’s weight to be equal to the rank of the target document in the ranked results
when the source document is used as a query. By weighting links in this manner,
we gain the same beneﬁts enjoyed by the NN test described above – notably
the ability to directly compare across similarity measures, topics, and document
collections. In addition, we exclude the source document from the ranked list of
similar documents. We give documents not returned in a ranking an edge weight
equal to the number of documents in the collection. Alternatively, one could give
such edges a weight of inﬁnity or equivalently not include the link in the graph.
For a given source document, no two target documents have the same rank.
Rather than use the whole document network, we delete the non-relevant
documents to produce a relevant document network. Figure 1 shows two examples
of relevant document networks. Since each search topic has a diﬀerent set of
relevant documents, we construct relevant document networks on a per-topic
basis.

P5 = 0.55, nMRD = 0.24
Topic 393: mercy killing

P5 = 0.58, nMRD = 0.44
Topic 403: osteoporosis

Fig. 1. Simpliﬁed depictions of relevant document networks for TREC topics 393
and 403. Each circular node is a relevant document. A link is drawn from a node to
another node if the target node is within the top 5 most similar documents of the
source node. The square node in each drawing represents a query likelihood retrieval
using the topic’s title as a query and is only shown for reference. The actual relevant
document networks are fully connected, weighted, directed graphs. In this ﬁgure, the
document-to-document similarity is “regular” with no weight given to the query/topic,
i.e. λ = 0 (see Section 3).
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Normalized Mean Reciprocal Distance. We propose as a new measure of
the cluster hypothesis the global eﬃciency measure of Latora and Marchiori [8]
applied to a given relevant document network. This measure is based on the
shortest path distances between all pairs of vertices in the relevant document
network.
This metric computes for each relevant document the normalized, mean reciprocal distance (nMRD) of all other relevant documents. The nMRD of relevant
document Ri is calculated as:

1
1
nM RD(Ri ) =
(1)
Z(|R| − 1)
D(Ri , Rj )
Rj ∈R,j=i

where R is the topic’s set of relevant documents, |R| is the number of relevant
documents, D(Ri , Rj ) is the shortest path distance from Ri to Rj , and Z is
the normalization factor. This metric varies from 0 to 1 with 1 being the best
network possible. Because we allow no target documents to have the same rank,
the best possible network for a given source document is a complete binary tree
and thus:
Z=

|R|−1

1
1
|R| − 1 i=1 log2 i + 1

(2)

For each topic, we average the nMRD over all the known relevant documents.
Finally, for a test collection, we average over all topics to produce a ﬁnal metric.
Looking again at the example relevant document networks in Figure 1, we
see that precision at 5 (P5) reports that both topics 393 and 403 locally cluster
relevant documents very well while the global clustering of the two topics is
quite diﬀerent. The normalized mean reciprocal distance (nMRD) reports that
the relevant documents are globally much better clustered for topic 403 than for
topic 393.

3

Document-to-Document Similarity Measures

In this paper, we use the well known language modeling approach to information
retrieval to create a collection of document-to-document similarity measures.
In our discussion, we refer to the document to which we are ﬁnding similar
documents as the source document. For a given source document, we will call
all other documents in the collection target documents.
In all cases, we build a query-biased, multinomial model, MB , for a given
source document and rank the remaining documents in the collection using the
Kullback-Leibler divergence:
DKL (MB ||MD ) =


w

P (w|MB ) log

P (w|MB )
P (w|MD )

(3)

where 0 log 0 = 0 and MD is a smoothed, maximum likelihood estimated (MLE)
multinomial model of the target document.
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We generate a range of query-biased similarity measures by utilizing two ways
to compute a model of the source document, MS , and then by linearly combining
this model with a MLE model of the given topic’s query Q to produce a querybiased model MB :
P (w|MB ) = λP (w|Q) + (1 − λ)P (w|MS )

(4)

where λ varies from 0 to 1 and controls the amount of query-biasing. While
the query-biased similarity of Equation 4 is diﬀerent than Tombros and van
Rijsbergen’s query sensitive similarity measure (QSSM) [4], which was a measure
for vector space retrieval, the above formulation for language modeling retrieval
captures the nature of QSSM.
We compute MS by selecting diﬀering amounts of the source document’s text
and then letting MS be the MLE model of this selected text. At one extreme,
we select all of the text in a document. When we select the whole document
for MS and set λ = 0, we produce what we call regular similarity, which is the
most obvious form of document-to-document similarity and essentially treats a
document as a very long query.
We also query-bias the similarity by how we select text from the document
for MS . Our second approach to query-biased similarity aims to capture the
context of the query directly by only including the document text near query
term occurrences. This “window” approach creates a MLE model of the source
document text that consists of all words within a certain distance W of all query
terms in the document. In eﬀect, we place windows of size 2W +1 centered over all
query term occurrences in the document. For example, when W = 5, the window
includes the 5 preceding words, the query term, and the 5 words following the
query term. When selecting text in this fashion, if a document does not contain
any query terms, the whole document is used.
Besides testing the “window” version of query-biased similarity alone by keeping λ = 0, we also take the query-biased model of the document that the “window” approach produces and mix this model with the MLE model of the query.
In summary, we have two ways of query-biasing the similarity. The ﬁrst way
mixes the query with a model of the source document MS . The second way
query-biases MS by letting MS be a MLE model of the text falling inside windows
placed over query term occurrences in the source document. By comparing these
two versions of query-biased similarity, we can see if the context captured by
the windows holds an advantage over simply mixing the query with the whole
document.

4

Experiments

We compared the NN test (P5) and the normalized mean reciprocal distance
(nMRD) as measures of the cluster hypothesis on 150 TREC topics and 36
variations of document-to-document similarity.
To produce the 36 types of similarity, we took Equation 4 and investigated
λ with values of 0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 0.9. Besides utilizing the whole
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λ
0.90
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.10
0.00

P5
Window Size W for MS
All 15 10 5
2
1
0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45
0.46 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.48 0.48
0.51 0.52 0.52 0.53 0.52 0.50
0.56 0.58 0.57 0.57 0.54 0.50
0.51 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.50 0.47
0.32 0.40 0.42 0.44 0.44 0.42

λ
0.90
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.10
0.00

nMRD
Window Size W for MS
All 15 10
5
2
1
0.15 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16
0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.18
0.20 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.21
0.27 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.25
0.30 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.30 0.27
0.20 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.26

0.30

nMRD
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Fig. 2. Precision at 5 (P5) and normalized mean reciprocal distance (nMRD) measures
of the cluster hypothesis for 36 variations of document-to-document similarity. The
parameters λ and W refer to Equation 4 with “All” meaning the whole document is used
to compute the source document model MS . Scores without a statistically signiﬁcant
diﬀerence from the best scores are in bold. We measured statistical signiﬁcance using
the paired Student’s t-test (p < 0.05). The plot on the right shows nMRD vs. P5.

document to compute MS in Equation 4, we also investigated window sizes W
of 1, 2, 5, 10, and 15 words. The six settings of λ and six diﬀerent window sizes
for computing MS produce the 36 similarity measures.
For our queries, we used the title ﬁeld of TREC topics 301-450, which are the
topics for TREC 6, 7, and 8. The document collection consists of TREC volumes
4 and 5 minus the Congressional Record. We smoothed the MD of Equation 3
using Dirichlet prior smoothing with its parameter set to 1500. We truncated
the query model MB of Equation 4 to its 50 most probable terms. We stemmed
using the Krovetz stemmer and used an in-house list of 418 stop words. We used
the Lemur toolkit for our experiments.

5

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the results for our experiments. While not shown here, we have
found little diﬀerence relative to nMRD between P5 and the use of P10, P20,
and average precision as local measures [9].
While generally a higher score for the NN test (P5) implies a higher score
for the global measure (nMRD), there are numerous runs where the documentto-document similarity measure produced results with high P5 but with low
nMRD. For example, the P5 measure has a value of 0.53 for the runs with a
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λ = 0.1, P5 = 0.63, nMRD = 0.33
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λ = 0.25, P5 = 0.57, nMRD = 0.19

Fig. 3. Simpliﬁed depictions of relevant document networks for topic 393 with λ =
{0.1, 0.25} (see Equation 4). Figure 1, shows topic 393 with λ = 0. Both Figure 1 and
this ﬁgure compute MS by using all the text of the source document.

window size W = 5 words and the λ values of 0.1 and 0.5, but when λ = 0.1,
nMRD = 0.32 and when λ = 0.5, nMRD drops to 0.22. The NN test as a local
measure of the cluster hypothesis is unable to measure the global clustering
of relevant documents. If the NN test is used alone, it is possible to develop
similarity measures that falsely appear to cluster documents well.
Nevertheless, to obtain a more complete view of the cluster hypothesis, both
a global and local measure are needed. There are many similarity measures that
produced relatively high nMRD scores between 0.25 and 0.3 while at the same
time resulting in P5 scores ranging from 0.40 to 0.58. The nMRD measure is
unable to detect local clustering of relevant documents.
Setting λ = 0.1 produced the best nMRD scores for all context sizes. Using a
reduced context of 5, 10, or 15 words produced slightly better results than using
the whole document (nMRD of 0.32 versus 0.30). For this document collection,
it appears that there is some value to the window form of query-biased similarity
although the majority of the beneﬁt seems to come from giving the original query
enough, but not too much weight.
The lower nMRD scores for the high values of λ are likely the result of a lack
of diversity in the similarity lists across documents. Giving the query too much
weight produces a ranking of similar documents that is more or less the same
for all documents. From each document it becomes easy to traverse the relevant
document network to a few relevant documents, but once at these documents,
there is no easy way to travel to other relevant documents.
For topics such as topic 393 (Figures 1 & 3), we see that with a query-biased
similarity, many of the outlying documents now have 2 or 3 of the query-similar
documents as top ranked similar documents. These same outlying documents
though have failed to gain connections to each other. Here it seems that querybiased similarity may be making the cluster hypothesis more true only by moving
a few relevant documents closer to all relevant documents but not by helping all
of the relevant documents get closer to each other.
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While query-biased similarity has made the cluster hypothesis more true, the
resulting connections between relevant documents are likely not robust to deletion of key, query-similar documents. If the query-similar documents did not
exist in the collection, query-biased similarity might have had a less dramatic
eﬀect on the clustering of relevant documents. In addition to their global eﬃciency measure, Latora and Marchiori [8] have a local measure of eﬃciency that
concerns itself with this question of robustness. In future work, we’d like to examine Latora and Marchiori’s local eﬃciency measure and investigate to what
extent similarity measures produce fault tolerant relevant document networks.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a new measure the cluster hypothesis: normalized
mean reciprocal distance (nMRD). This new measure is based on the shortest
paths between documents on a relevant document network. In contrast to the
NN test, which is a local measure of clustering, nMRD is a global measure of
the cluster hypothesis. We examined 36 variations of document-to-document
similarity and showed that the NN test is not a suﬃcient measure of the cluster
hypothesis. Diﬀerent similarity measures can score well on the NN test but have
very diﬀerent scores on the global measure, nMRD. To better determine the
ability of similarity measures to make the cluster hypothesis true, both a global
and local measure should be used.
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